
Responses from Mark Bromley received 10/16 

4 Questions from the Candidate Forum 10/13/2021 

Question 1. Do you feel you are right, just right of center, center, just left of center or left ? 
 
Visit VoteBromley.com for video response to the questions and the condensed version of the ward 3 part of the 
forum. 
 
I, Mark Bromley represent the political diversity the city council refuses to cooperate with. I am on the right a 
Conservative and a Republican. I've been called Moderate for having views protecting and advocating for the 
Average US American or the masses. Advocating for the voice of the Majority of all Americans. Our council 
had been mean, cruel, and committed hate crimes for they have been by majority far extremist left. We need to 
put more Conservatives on the city council to restore the Non-partisan balance to Northglenn instead of the 
partisan agenda that has lied and misappropriated our taxpayer resources to fund partisan agendas that are 
not entirely true objectives of our community of Northglenn. We can vote in 3 men this election and balance out 
the council to be more inclusive of gender diversity and community identity. I might be on the Right but I am not 
your enemy and you do not need to be programmed to believe you can't friend across the aisle. Because many 
of my Northglenn friends are now on both sides and my best friend from high school is on the left. He's a 
violinist. I'm a violist. We can be different, we do not need to be hostile to each other. For at the end of the day 
we are US American's and that's what defines us in this world and that is what the world expects of the USA.  

 

Question 2: The Lao-Hmong community is in need of affordable housing.  How would you solve this 
affordable housing problem ? 
 
Immediate resources available can be easy to research and get some answers to the community via internet 
search of “Northglenn Lao-Hmong housing resources,” with a Northglenn page at 
https://www.northglenn.org/residents/living_assistance.php (as a start) or by contacting the city hall and 
speaking with city management to help you navigate resources available at the same walk up window to pay 
your water bills at city hall. As a good beginning, I wish we still had the services available at the recreation 
center too.  
 
My solutions to housing is improving our Economy and government oversight of housing. We need Stabilized 
Business to improve Jobs, raise incomes and remove barriers to employment like college education pay walls 
for K.S.A.'s (Knowledge, Skills and Abilities) citizens have from Junior High school. Doesn't take a rocket 
scientist to work a federal or state job like answering phones at the Social Security Administration that is 
experiencing a 60% drop in employment. These good jobs are resource locked behind democrat federally 
legislated junior college pay walls placed there by fools running the Democrat controlled US Congress, with 
Perlmutter, Pelosi, AOC and Biden making federal employment complicated and near impossible for many US 
Citizens let alone refugees to the USA. President Trump tried to remove and open government employment to 
the masses who should be well educated by the 10th grade to hold those jobs. The Democrats created useless 
degree pay walls to prevent gainful employment in the USA. A stupid pay to play partisan democrat agendas 
are blocking 60% or more good paying jobs from the citizens of the USA and thus wrecking most job markets 
in the USA. These SSA and other government jobs are easy and simple with a paid 6 month agency training 
program using simple typing, phone etiquette skills and 10-key we learned in 7th grade along with DECA in the 
9th grade. If we open employment and reduce Progressive tyranny of bureaucratic legislation and excessive 
regulation we can open many jobs that would go a long way in funding affordable housing for all communities 
in Northglenn and the USA. What angers me last week is I had to become a Senior Citizen advocate to do Ed. 
Perlmutter's Job. I'm just running for a Northglenn City Councilman job and my man Casper Stockham should 
have been elected back in 2020 and we would be able to do so much more for the Lao-Hmong community, the 
IRC and so many other US Citizens. To help, you need to stop voting for people that give you lip service and 
vote for champions like Mark Bromley that can actually influence the future of the USA the Right way. 
 
Another option is enforcement of Housing costs to fit the laws on lawful 40 hour work week (US Labor Law) 

https://www.northglenn.org/residents/living_assistance.php


incomes. So that housing is limited to a third of those incomes in the localities of those jobs and economy 
based on a single wage earner. We are not slaves and rent should not be a tool forcing people to work more 
than the lawful work week just to pay rent. Yes there are US labor laws being ignored by partisan liberal 
progressive confederates and current rent predatory practices have violated your rights in US Labor laws. This 
process may require an enforcement agency to be created or the Housing Regulatory Administration to 
enforce affordable housing based on the fairness of US Labor Laws.  
 
The Truth of Northglenn is founding strong long term stable businesses, creating stable long term jobs, working 
hard on a future, stable Incomes and along with that affordable stability in housing for the future of our 
communities.  

 

Question 3: What resources would you offer for LGBTQ+ people experiencing discrimination ? 
 
There are many groups and therapeutic resources found on the the internet and in Northglenn willing to 
advocate for the LGBTQ+ community. One of the great resources was recently just built and founded new 
again in Northglenn. The Northglenn Community Center where more resources can be installed in the future to 
help curb discrimination in Northglenn and be an educational and solution process for all involved. I ran into 3 
members of the LGBTQ+ community and they were looking for advocacy and LGBTQ+ Liaison in Northglenn. I 
guess in such a short span of time we got a little off at the forum. However you spoke to the right candidate for 
your concerns. It was a long day for me, I was accosted in the morning by opponents abuse of office about my 
Northglenn yard sign and my new Northglenn symbol. Dealt with an automotive accident that drove through my 
moms yard. Addressed concerns of Senior Citizens and the Social Security Administration not being 
accessible to the Senior Citizen community that work by phone calls and in person meetings on fixed incomes 
and unable to get help from the SSA. I was doing US Congresses Job!!! I was doing Ed Perlmutter's, AOC's, 
Pelosi's and Biden's Job! See above Lao-Hmong affordable housing for a bit more about what I found out. 
Then I had to rush off to the Long Candidate Forum. Had to do some work after the forum as well. Busy day for 
me, that's why I was distracted so much to do that day.  
 
I'm working hard and getting questions. Do I sleep at night? Busy mind who has the time. I'm a thinker and 
Northglenn is my family and if you see my brother's video. "the Lion of the Pride." aka Star Convention 
Northglenn Mall.  Then you would know I do advocate and recognize your rights as my involvement of your 
community has been here in Denver via the very activities of your LGBTQ+ community in Star Cons, Raves 
and after hours locations and working closely with people in the Arts and Entertainment industries and 
businesses of Denver Colorado and Internationally when I worked on patrols for the US/Japan SOFA 
Agreements. Here locally I was an artist for a Lesbian Night Club in College. I've worked more with the 
LGBTQ+ community here locally than many or most give me credit for. I'm approachable and understanding.  
 
Resource do exist and discrimination is never fun to have aimed at you. I did not like elected officials aiming 
hate crimes at me for running against them and I did not like my opponent and other ward rep. excluding me 
and discriminating against me for being politically aligned differently. Discrimination and hate in the USA is 
never okay. We are US Americans and need to learn to be more accepting of our differences and work on 
workable solutions. Our community is robust, flexible, vibrant and strong. We only need to reach out and seek 
someone to “Lean On.” (Bill Withers) Services that advocate for LGBTQ+ protections and can seek out 
appropriate measures to resolve cases of discrimination. I'm Mark Bromley and I'm known to be tough on 
crime and I support our Law Enforcement as a force for Good in our community. If you are looking for legal 
services or legal justice then again it's widely available and accessible. Just talk with those vested in our 
community and contact your friends. They can guide you and help you find the solutions. I thank many of you 
want the perpetrator to understand how you felt and give you sympathy. Yet in the 118th unofficial debate with 
the elected official aiming hate crimes and lies about me. Mutual understanding doesn't happen. Restorative 
Justice is a lie. Yet those with the ability like me to listen as your representative councilman is a good 
beginning point and we will work together to make more resources available.  
 
If you find me different, remember I do respect your person.  



Question 4: Given that marijuana sales in Northglenn contribute approximately 14% of our tax revenue, 
do you support an additional recreational marijuana dispensary in Northglenn if it satisfies all the 
criteria outlined in the Northglenn Municipal Code ?   
 
Yes I fully endorse another recreation MJ Dispensary or any business that fully complies with lawful purpose 
and lawful intent for accreditation and inclusion as a Lawful business entity operating in the city of Northglenn. 
According to our cities legal framework and policies. I see that we have many controlled items businesses in 
Northglenn including side by side by side convenient stores that sell prohibited limited items like tobacco 
products, bongs, hookah's, alcohol products and over the counter medications. Which are all classified as 
controlled substances or to that fact. Along with endangered products like Oil and Gas. It is not in the interest 
of the city of Northglenn to interfere with lawful business and as a candidate that is pro-business. I do support 
any lawful business that brings stable jobs, stable incomes, and stable housing to our fair community.  

 

Residents have also asked me about my Lower Taxes used appropriately. How I feel about marijuana taxes. 
Like I said, I believe in lowering taxes and even letting the MJ business have input in where they would like to 
use taxes based on tax write-off programs to businesses. As it is my opinion we set the wrong message as our 
schools are to be drug free zones yet are funded by controlled substances. Our schools controlled substance 
tax money can end up in state legislative efforts being diverted from priority spending to general fund 
appropriations. What perplexes me the most is how is it that a 6 figure school income has enough extra time to 
be serving on paid political boards and councils and impacting legislation that impacts their own paychecks at 
the state level? Is the Marijuana legalized industry being taken unfair advantage of as for taxes or should we 
regulate the industry in keeping with most taxes and controlled substances? Equality and Fairness in taxation 
is what I believe is in the best interest of any business entity in the USA.   
 
Thank you and Vote Mark Bromley the truest and best of Northglenn Candidates for city council 2021. 
 


